July 10, 2002

GRACE CHIU    MABEL LAI
HAI DOAN      JOHN MOREHEAD
CHESTER FERGUSON  BARBARA VANDEN BORRE

Re:  Release: 1420
     Service Request: 16908
     Error Reports: None
     Programs - Cobol: None
     Programs - C: None
     Copymembers: None
     Include Members: None
     DDL: None
     Bind Members: None
     CICS Maps: None
     Web HTML: None
     Web Macros: PPSROUTER, PPSTFRAME
     Web Include Members: PPSPHEAD, PPSPARMS, PPWWIDSP1 (new)
     Web Images: None
     Forms: None
     Table Updates: None
     Urgency: Not Urgent (See Timing of Installation)

Service Request 16908

Service Request 16908 asked that the Payroll Personnel System (PPS) EDB Web Inquiry system be modified to support screen versioning. This request was made in order to give campuses the ability to display the same screen, with more or less data, based upon RACF security rules as well as campus wide requirements. This release addresses the display of Social Security Number (SSN) and Bank Account Number. The displaying of SSN is based upon an existing PPS web application parameter and the display of Bank Account Number is handled via the installation of a new web object which is a version of an already released object.

With this release, the Web EDB Inquiry system will support screen versioning. Screen versioning relies upon RACF just as CICS screen versioning does. SSN display in the screen header is based upon an existing PPS web application parameter.

Web Macros:

PPSROUTER has been modified such that it will support screen versioning.

PPSTFRAME has been modified such that when existing PPS web application parameter ssn_display is set to any value other than “TRUE” or “HEAD”, the employee SSN will not be displayed in the web page header.
Web Includes:

PPSPARMS has been modified to include the parameter Maximum Screen Versions which indicates the maximum number of versions of any web page. This object has also been modified to include more valid values for ssn_display. If ssn_display is set to any value other than “TRUE” or “HEAD”, the SSN will not be displayed anywhere in this application.

PPSPHEAD has been modified such that when existing PPS web application parameter ssn_display is set to any value other than “TRUE” or “HEAD”, the employee SSN will not be displayed in the printer friendly web page header.

New Include member PPWWIDSP1 has been created as an example of a new screen version of the Pay Disposition web page. This version does *not* display the employee’s bank account number as version PPWWIDSP does.

Installation Instructions

1. Identify the directory where Release 1408 (EDB Web Inquiry) macro files were installed.
2. Copy Net.data files ppsrouter.d2w, ppstframe.d2w, ppshead.d2w, ppsparms.d2w, and ppwwidsp1 to their appropriate directory using JCL PDS2HFS after modifying the JCL to reflect the directory identified in step one above. Do not overlay local values with Base values in ppsparms.d2w.
3. Verify that the Net.data files were copied to the “macro” and “include” directories.
4. RACF changes will need to be made in a similar fashion to CICS RACF in order to make the new screen versions available to the proper population.

Test Plan

A complete Test Plan is provided with this release.

Campuses are encouraged to perform any other desired local testing.

Timing of Installation

The installation of this release is not urgent.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Susan.Isaacs@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0465.

Susan Isaacs

cc: Jim Dolgonas
    Jerry Wilcox